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Abstract
Though the semiconductor industry can rightly claim to have led the charge in the development and
implementation of the technologies driving the Industry 4.0 revolution, it is now seeing wider affects
happening with new business model transformation and emerging manufacturing technologies transforming
the ways businesses are managed and run. This is driven by the products the Semiconductor industry make
and the relentless drive to deliver these products with more capability and less cost allowing the wider
manufacturing base to design these technologies into their manufacturing plants.
Are these emerging technologies now being used back in semiconductor facilities or is there opportunities to
engage with them. This paper will put a mirror onto the industry.
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Abstract
Along the semiconductor supply chain an increasing amount of production data are generated and are
waiting to be used for continuous process, yield and qualityimprovements.
To classic SPC and data analysis, done by engineers, a variety of new applications were added over the
years. Keywords are FDC, APC, ADC, data lakes, data mining  just to name a few.
Looking at the supply chain from wafer start up to electrical wafer test (EWS) traceability is a given. Other
than ASICs many MEMS elements can’t remember their origin, like wafer number or x/y position. So it is
important to make use of data from different steps in production.
In this presentation examples for automatic analysis of inline defectivity and EWS are shown. Also the
successful implementation of traceability, from final product test of MEMS sensors to inline production data.
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Abstract
Plasma processes are widely used in the semiconductor industry, they are completely distinct from
mechanical manufacturing. Plasma processes are running in vacuum chambers and there are opened every
month or quarter for maintenance. Each maintenance measure at a production chamber causes costs in the
order of some 10 k€. Therefore, the prediction of the right time for maintenance can reduce manufacturing
costs dramatically.
On the other hand, plasma processes are usually treated as black box due to their complexity. All important
process parameter as uniformity, rate, selectivity, and stability depend of the plasma’s parameters as flux of
ions and reactive species. Thus, the main peculiarity of plasma processes can be compressed is one
sentence: ‘The plasma is the tool’.
Beyond this we have to take into account that plasmas can run in different modes, can oscillate, cause
breakdowns at the chamber wall and depend on the state of the chamber wall. In particular the chamber wall
changes its surface properties by the deposition of byproducts. So the only realistic approach for the
predictive maintenance for plasma tools must be based on the plasma’s properties.
It will be shown how plasma parameter can describe plasma and so also the effective chamber state,
chamber differences and show undesired instabilities as arcing and wear of chamber parts. The early
detection of changes and undesired effects are here the key for predictive maintenance.
Examples show the early detection of process faults, realtime process characterization, and preconditions
and methods for chamber matching.
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Abstract
The production logistics within wafer manufacturing follows a complex iterative flow through hundreds of
process steps until the integrated circuit on the wafer is finished. For fully automated 300mm wafer fabs state
of the art solutions for material tracking systems are available, while for 200mm semi automated fabs the
original logistics solutions are outdated and no more supported.
The functionality of the material tracking system and its integration into the MES environment of the shop
floor impacts traceability and productivity and defines the user interface to the operator.
Based on ams AG’s 200mm SMIF wafer fab this presentation will give an insight into the requirements for an
adaptable wafer tracking and localization solution that supports current and future wafer manufacturing
needs.
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Abstract
Highlyautomated semiconductor manufacturing relies on machinetomachine (M2M) and machinetohost
connectivity. But, this introduces a security risk for both equipment makers and factories. A virus on a single
tool could cause costly factorywide downtime. Forwardthinking OEMs are wondering whether they have
protected their equipment adequately against potential cyber threats. Forwardthinking factories are
considering all of the equipment on their manufacturing floors to ensure they stay risk free. This talk explores
the need for OEMs to set up an ongoing equipment maintenance strategy that takes into consideration
several important steps: upgrading all tools to modernday operating systems that enable virus scanning,
installing new connectivity software products to support new technologies and new factory requirements, and
leveraging the secure remote connectivity to perform remote virus scans on all files moving into the factory,
manage ongoing equipment maintenance activities to keep tools up to date, audit production tools to
address software end of service (EOS) issues, and avoid causing factorywide downtime by introducing a
virus.
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